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Palmer Lectures

Spirited

by Crystal Wagley
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
of last week found Kilworth Chapel
filled with approximately 300 persons
attending the annual Palmer Lectures,
which are sponsored im memory of
Bishop Everett W. Palmer--a past
Episcopal leader of Oregon-Idaho
clergy and laity conferences. Each
lecture began with prayer, and the audience arrived in the traditional
"going-to-church" dress.
Tuesday night's lecture offered a
spirited account of two very famous
lives-- those of Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Malcolm X. The speaker, Dr.
James Cone, is not only an active professor at the Unicn Theological
Seminary in New York, but is also an
internationally acclaimed author and
lecturer, having had his books
translated into six languages. A
bearded black man himself, Cone
stood behind the podium looking
rather young for his experience. He
appeared to be pursuing an audience
response-- one sympathetic with the
black racial injustices he considers
still alive, in America today. At the
same time, he succeeded in ofiering
the audience a very informative and
personal account of two men who had
a powerful impact on American history.
After the assembly sang a rousing
chorus of "Amazing Grace," Cone introduced his two typical figures-Martin Luther King and Malcolm X--as
representative of the black struggle
during the last 20 years. He fervently
emphasized the notion that although
these two people were significantly
discrepant in their lines of thought and
their approach to the Negro condition, their views were not irreconcilable. He went so far as to call their
influences complementary, stating
that they were not two contradictory
elements, but two radically different
ways to struggle for black freedom."
Although both persons sought liberty for the Negro, the power struggle
between Malcolm and King's views
began with the issue concerning how
one must interpret the black condition
and the role of the white man as a factor withing this condition. Cone
pointed out that while King had faith in
humanity, and believed whites could
eventually become sensitized to the
black man, Malcolm was very
negative towards whites, claiming
that they could not change their prejudices, and that only a revolt would
bring the Negroes freedom. Malcolm
felt that the movement King began did
not deserve the name "revolution,"
for it was an attempt to conform and
be admitted to the "white" way of life,
rather than overthrow it. On the other

hand, King felt that Malcolm was a
black racist and instigator of violence.
Cone sees Malcolm as representative of the Black Nationalism movement which romanticized the black
skin color, and idolized the race. To
those involved, "those who were
black were okay, but if you had white
skin color, you belonged to the devil."
Cone also accentuated this group's
demand for its own governing
system, apart from the whites.
Likewise, Cone views King as
representing an opposing force in the
black struggle--that of the Integrationists. Cone interpreted the Integrationists as pushing a less radical
approach--one which encouraged the
Negro to work hard, study hard, and
"stay out of trouble," as he put it,
thereby conforming, and rather earning his way into the white man's
world. Those who followed this mode
of thought fought for social equality
which they believed would at last bring them freedom.
Cone professed that the two
groups of black revolutionaries did
not share a perspective; in fact, he
felt one to be pessimistic and one to
be optimistic. He praises the control
Malcolm exerted over his listeners:
"He was one of the few to recognize
the black unrest of the 1960's, and
the only one who could start and stop
a riot." However, Cone calls
Malcolm's approach impractical.
Cone expressed his admiration for
King as well, reminding us that he,
"gave us a civil rights program and
was continually on the streets, risking
his life to instill it." As Cone wound up
his speech, he did so by proposing
the idea of combining what we have
learned from both Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, "so that we can
develop a definition of freedom that
includes all men--white and black,
women and men...for no one can be
free until all are free."
Wednesday night's lecture featured
a noted Boston University professcr,
past dean, and esteemed lecturer.
Dr. Harrell Beck is an expert on the
Old Testament, specializing in its application to the issues and conditions
of modern times. His speaking
abilities far surpassed those of Cone,
as he aroused the audience with an
emotion and energy-packed presentation on Old Testament wisdom. His
thick, silver waves of hair and beard
encircled a pleasantly jovial face,
whose ruddy cheeks and Benjamim
Franklin spectacles certainly seemed
suited. Even more appropriate to his
appearance, was the humorish chatter and Burl Ives-type voice that excaped so eloquently from his lips. He

kept the audience in stitches by
releasing an endless supply of anecdotes and wittily contrived puns, yet
he never failed to make his points
clearly and concisely. In one of his
first cracks he professed that, "If I
ever have a parish, it will be made up
of those under 20 and over 65; it's
the nuts in between that are hard to
crack."
Beck focused primarily on two
specific subjects which he proceeded to intertwine throughout his
speech. The first issue involves people's growing tendency to reject a
God who passes judgement, and
Beck's final emphasis was on the importance of being able to question
religion, and yet accept its reality
when there seem to be no answers.
He began his presentation by
criticizing modern society's creation

and acceptance of "The Great Mush
God"--a god who is not jealous, who
is willingly insulted, convenient, and
at hand for personal conversions, but
not necessarily involved in world-wide
missions. Beck even accuses the
United Methodist Church of adopting
such a theology when he says, "the
God of this church is not the God who
knows judgement is truly love." He
stresses the notion that suffering and
the tolerance to bear it is an important
and necessary part of life and love.
He feels that "most people don't
amount to a hill of beans until they are
bruised enough that they can amount
to something for someone else in the
name of God "
Beck paid an enthusiastic tribute to
those who, like Job in the Biblical
text, question their God. "The
courageous are those who ask ques(cont. on page 6)

Senate Election
Results
Holly Sabelhaus
Ron Smith
Carrie Glenn
John Pilcher
Chad Haines
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Steve Emery
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EDITORIAL
Eradicate The "Gum-Flappers" Now!
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Last week's Trail contained an
editorial written by Jerry Everard concerning closed-mindedness, the intolerance of persons to the views of
others. Jerry asserted that such
closed-mindedness on the part of
students is unacceptable if we expect
to get the most our of our liberal arts
educations and help solve the problems facing our society. On this
point I agree wholeheartedly.
However, a related issue which was
not touched upon by Jerry and which
I and many other students feel
demands attention is the growing problem of students with continuously
"flapping gums."
I'm not talking about basic discussion in class; we all know that such
feedback is a beneficial component of
the educational atmosphere here at
UPS. I'm talking about certain
people--and they know who they are- that simply cannot refrain from constantly interrupting, interjecting and irritating many of the students around
them with "my opinion, my feeling,
my point" etc. Being a Politics and
Government major, I run into these
people all the time. These are the
self-important types of guys or gals

who are not content with simply asking questions of the professor, or
contributing to class discussions with
constructive arguments, but who
must instead let everyone know about
their views on every subject and how
right they are about certain issues,
along with how wrong everyone else
is. It's as if they feel that they are the
professors and have a sacred duty to
bring enlightenment to their poor,
downtrodden and hopelessly ignorant
fellow students. So who cares if they
totally disrupt the classroom process,
right? The important thing, in their
opinion, is that they are leading us
along the path to righteousness and
eternal knowledge to which, of
course, they only have the keys.
In some classes, where either the
professor does not stand for it or
students effectively shut these loud
mouths up, "gum-flapping" is not too
big a problem. However, when, due
to a breakdown of one of these barriers, these domineering, pretentious
fools make it impossible for the rest of
the class to learn, mere exists a major
problem. Not only do the students
get angry at the "gum-flappers" for
simply being jerks, they also do not
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know what type of notes they should
be taking. It doesn't matter whether
the person may have a somewhat
valid point to make. What is worrisome is the lecture time lost. How is
one supposed to fathom the theme of
a lecture when one third or even one
half of it is destroyed by the blabbing
of a conceited know-it-all? I have experienced situations like this, as have
many others on this campus.
It's not fair to us as students to have
to put up with these people. We're
paying $5400 in tuition fees to listen
to and learn from distinguished
scholars such as our protessors. We
should not be subjected to the rantings and ravings of egotistical
students (who may not know Pakistan
from Puyallup) about their views on
academic questions, social problems,
political issues or whatever. Notwithstanding the normal classroom
discussion process, we are tested as
students predominantly on the basis
of lectures and readings, not on the
opinions of loudmouthed, intolerant
(yes, intolerant) fellow students. If
"gum-flappers" prevent lectures from

being given in their entirety, as they
frequently do, then they have got to
be stopped. There is absolutely no
reason why we, as eager to learn
students, should be forced to waste
our dollars and time, as well as our
grades, in listening to these inconsiderate slobs instead of our professors.
To those persons with whom this
piece is concerned: We are not asking you to give up your right to free
speech. We are not asking you to
refrain from discussing problems or
issues with your professors or
classmates. If you can do this without
interfering with the learning process,
then fine--we'll all probably benefit.
However, if you cannot help but force
your opinions on the rest of the class
and even the professor, on their time,
using the money they have invested,
then SHUT UP! Some of us don't
know everything. Some of us haven't
closed our minds to considerately
presented outside opinions. Some of
us want to learn!

LETTERS...
ME

-
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Editor,
Though I've tried all week, I can't
find it in me to be upset over the
advertising supplement in the Trail of
two weeks ago that was totally forgettable except that the production quality of it was too high for it to have been
printed by the Trail, and that it
featured several unusually well-built
ladies wearing unusually tight t-shirts
under which there were (ZOUNDS!)
no brassieres. As someone who
thinks of himself as enlightened, I
contemplated the thoughts expressed by the Feminist Student Union
concerning the advertisement,
because I wasn't the least bit offended by it, and was afraid that perhaps
my consciousness had failed to be
raised to lofty enough heights. After
several mercilessly sleepless nights
of soul-searching, though, my conclusion was not that my consciousness
was in a countdown hold on the launching pad leading to enlightenment,
but that it is a lot easier for FSU to
drag out their old, tired arguments
about a petty, superficial issue than it
it is tOr them to deal with anything
substantiative.
The FSU's argument with the
advertisement is that it exploits
women. Whether the FSU realizes it
or not, this argument stems from the
theory, quite true, that certain
literature, among it some advertising
and until a few years ago, almost all
pornography, exploited women in that
women were portrayed as objects to
be toyed with by members of the
male sex. Unfortunately, by the time
this theory was filtered down to the
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general public, it was no longer the
female sex being exploited, but the
models and actresses who were involved in the production of the
literature.
I have no way of knowing if the FSU
means that women are being exploited in the original or popular sense
of the argument, but either way
they're wrong. If the FSU is concerned with the original reasoning of the
theory, that the ad protrays women as
something to be used by men, I connot see how women cavorting in
shorts and t-shirts and drinking beer
can possibly lead to the degradation
of their entire sex. Although I only
know one person involved with FSU, I
do know that she frequently wears
shorts and drinks, so presumably the
FSU is neither concerned with the
amount of leg showing on our campus
or prohibition. Personally, if anyone
wants to wear shorts or t-shirts or
drink beer, I strongly ecourage it,
those all (with the possible exception
of beer-drinking) being harmless activities, regardless of sex. If the FSU
is worried that the women who modeled for the ad were exploited, I feel
reasonably sure in assuring them that
they were paid well for nothing more
strenuous than holding a fake smile
for a few hours.
The FSU also recalled that last spring a sociologist was on campus
discussing the exploitation of women
in advertising, and seemed to believe
that that lecturer's policies should
(cont. on page 4)
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GOVERNMENT
Senate Report
By John Bain
The Student Senate meeting of last
October 7 began with a "spelling
bee." Eager young senators in pursuit of perfection (concerning last
meeting's minutes) spent perhaps a
little too much time (personal opinion)
on such issues as the correct spelling
of s-u-c-c-e-s-s. After due deliberation, the minutes were eventually
passed.
The open forum which played to a
packed house gave us our own Clenton "I'm really stoked for Homecoming" Richardson who exclaimed that
"all systems [were] go" for the now
past tense Homecoming. If all went as
Clenton planned, the event will actually have made money this year.
Of major interest was the resolution
proposed by Senator Hemstad concerning certain living groups' behavior
after what he called "campus quiet
hours." (This resolution has been
reprinted in its entirety at the end of
this article.) To lend support to his
measure, a number of independents
from Regester Hall were on scene.
The resolution was passed with more
than a significant margin.
The new media proposal has been
submitted to President Phibbs' office

and will be presented to the Trustees
on the 21st and 22nd of October. It
will be presented with the endorsement "in principle and concept" of the
Student Senate. Mike Healey had expressed his hope that this endorsement will add more weight to the proposal.
To end this report on a humorous
note, there are still 20 lonely
refrigerators that need tender loving
care from 20 warm-hearted students.
Please take note! Their situation is
desperate.
The ASUPS Senate recommends
In the future when you are participating in functions on the independent side of campus, the following
shall be refrained from:
Disturbances of the peace that
occur after quiet hours as set by surrounding dorms.
Malicious mischief and vandalism.
Forceable entry into dorms.
Infringements on other students'
rights.
Your future (or continued) cooperation would be appreciated.

OPERATION '86
FRESHMEN:
Today, Friday, Oct.15,„ is the last
day for you to sign up to run for a
position on the Freshman Council.
Sign—up now in the ASUPS office.

Greek--Independent Relations
Discussion.
Call in 7:30 on Monday, KUPS 90.1
FM

Announcements
IMPORTANT NOTICE!!!
ASUPS has decided to
reduce the price of their
refrigerator rentals. You can
now rent your own
refrigerator for only $35 per
semester or $60 for the entire
year. For more information
please contact the A.S.B. office in the SUB Room 205,
756-3273.

The "monsoon"season is almost
here, and Sigma Chi, a University of
Puget Sound fraternity, is prepared.
Fraternity members are selling
green and yellow-paneled umbrellas
with the UPS logo for $10 at football
games and on campus.
Proceeds from the sales will be
given to the Wallace Village for
Children in Broomfield Colorado,
Sigma Chi's national philanthropy for
13 years.
Umbrellas can be ordered by calling project chairman Jeff Blauer at
756-4280 in Tacoma.
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Reagan's Poland Stance Questioned
OPINION
By Mitch Briskey and Gorham Bowler
1980 - a wide-spread feeling of
worker dissatisfaction and unrest
coupled with a surge of pro-Catholic,
Polish nationalism create the circumstances which facilitate the Gdansk
shipyard strikes and the birth of solidarity. This movement catches the
imagination of the Polish workers producing a powerful and effective kinship of spirit with enough practical
political leverage to pry concessions
from the Polish government. Among
other things, the government allows
trade unionism, that is, the very existence of solidarity, and such work
place reforms as a shorter work
week. Thus is born a bold and daring
experiment within the Communist
world: the attempt of a tyrannical
oligopoly to coexist with that bastion
of popular sovereignty - a union.
Fall 1981 - Solidarity becomes
more daring, radicalizes to some extent, and presses on for more
reforms. Strikes, tension and unrest
motivate the Polish military to become
dominant in the Polish government's
power structure, institute marshal
law, arrest solidarity leaders and effectively stifle this fledgling popular
movement. The Polish government
recently completed the process by
declaring Solidarity verboten, thus

ending, from the government point of
view, this experiment in co-existence.
A tragic consequence of this "experiment" is the likelihood that the
Polish people's spirit has been aroused by solidarity and will not be quelled
by mere government decree. As of
this writing (Tuesday), the workers of
Poland are beginning a fresh cycle of
sit-down strikes, all out strikes and
demonstrations. This will bring forth
the riot police, first with water cannons and dogs, then with rubber
bullets and tear gas. If those actions
do not bring submission, if the Polish
workers' spirit is determined and their
persistence is valorous, real bullets
will follow and the blood of Polish
workers will be spilled.
Our President, Ronald Reagan,
rails upon the Polish government. His
rhetoric is full of moral invective and
pious vigor as he calls the Polish
government "lousy bums" and
speaks of terrible injustice done to
the Polish people. The Polish government among others, accuses President Reagan of hypocrisy.
The question we want to examine
is this. Is President Reagan's posturing on our behalf concerning the
issue of solidarity in Poland genuine
moral outcry or is it hypocritical public
pronouncement?
Why do we consider the actions of
the Polish government wrong?

Because the government is trampling
upon legitimate rights belonging to
the Polish people. What right are they
trampling? The right of workers to
form a union. Then we must consider
the right to form a union a legitimate
right belonging to all people. Do we
consider it wrong to deny such a
right? Yes. Is the right to form a union
the only right we consider legitimate
and belonging to all people? No.
There exist certain human rights,
among them the right to form a union
which we fundamentally believe
belong to all people. Then, President
Reagan, you believe it is morally
wrong to act as the Polish government has, and because of your belief
in our convictions and the belief that
we should act upon our convictions,
you have spoken out on the Polish
issue? Then why not speak out
against marshal law in the Philippines
or apartheid in South Africa? Are the
crushed Filipino unions morally any
different from crushed solidarity?
General Marcos was just accorded
royal treatment by our government.
Does that mean that we consider his
abuses to be permissible? Is General
Marcos any less of a "lousy bum"
than the Polish tyrants? Why are we
not equally outraged at the denial of
legitimate human rights to South
African blacks? Is not the right to be
treated as a decent human being at
least as important as the right to form

a union?
If we believe in human rights, value
them as treasured convictions, and
out of a sense of moral duty speak out
against any violation of them whether
it occurs in the Philippines or South
Africa as well as Poland or the
U.S.S.R., then our moral footing is
solid and there can be no charge of
hypocrisy. We have failed to do this.
Therefore, Reagan's statements
on this issue sound to us to be more
hollow verses in the bankrupt song of
cold war rhetoric. We allow our
"allies" to abuse and ignore the rights
of their citizenry because we value
their support of our hegemony more
than the rights of their people. When
analogous abuses occur in one of our
"adversaries" we trump up moral
outrage, not because such outrage is
justified (it is), but because the very
act of chastising our adversary is
deemed advantageous by our
government for us in the super power
struggle.
This is the same fundamental
question which has plagued this nation's conscience since Viet Nam,
How are we going to deal with the
world? Must our love of liberty and
belief in human rights be manipulated
and wielded only in strict accordance
with our interests as a super power?
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MORE LETTERS
(cont from page 2)
have been adopted by the Trail.
Regardless of the accuracy of that
lecturer, I worry that any ASUPSsponsored body should believe that
because it brings a lecturer here, that
that person's beliefs become the official policy of the student body. The
Lectures Committee last year brought
us G. Gordon Liddy--would the FSU
like the Trail to adopt a crazy
totalitarian's viewpoints concerning
dissemination of information?
The challenges facing feminists are
still great: much work needs to be
done in regards to sex roles, and
abortion is a very serious question to
which very serious thought has been
given. Nevertheless, the FSU spends
its resources trying to dictate the
same morality that their conservative
opponents do. One would think that
the supposed liberals would be more
liberally tolerant.
Jay Edgerton

Dear Mr. Bosanko:
I am writing to express my
dissatisfaction with certain aspects of
University housing rentals. For the
second year in a row, we have incurred rent increases of 15 percent. I
have rented a number of houses and
apartments in the past 8 years; I am
aware that prices of goods and services keep going up, especially
utilities.
However, I find it hard to believe
that the university/plant department
can justify 15 percent increases each
year when the tenants are responsible for all utility costs. We pay for
heat, water, sewer, electricity, and
any costs for repairs beyond normal
wear and tear. In fact, on numerous
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days these past several summers,
plant department personnel have
hooked up hoses and watered our
lawn from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Must we
also pay for this extravagance?
The student body is also aware that
the University enjoys tax-exempt
status on student residences, thus
further reducing your overhead. Why
then, does the university need to constantly raise the rent?
Certainly the University has the
right to charge an equitable sum for
the rental of a house. The convenient
location of said houses, in addition,
would somewhat increase the demand, and therefore the price of a
rental unit. However, even in today's
inflated market, $1040.00/month for
1108 No. Lawrence is nothing short
of murderous price-gouging. You
have a captive market, and you are
exploiting it for all it is worth. Furthermore, I believe that these unconscionable prices are the result of a
fallacious system of determination.
When a landlord rents a house, he
has no right to charge a per capita
rate for determination of the rent; this
is how the university prices its rental
houses. In the case of 1108 No.
Lawrence, which could be a very nice
house for 5 or 6 tenants, the university has determined that a 5-bedroom
house will accomodate 8 people (3
doubles and 2 singles). Thus, 8
tenants at $130.00z$1040. May I
add that in many cities and states, this
practice is illegal.
You may be interested in knowing
that many other institutions across
the nation have engaged in such practices to the detriment of their communities. Owners of homes around
the institutions soon begin charging
similar rates for their rentals, and
enrollments eventually suffer
because of a lack of suitable-priced
es.
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WILDERNESS BACKPACKING OUTING
October 22 - 24

Enjoy a Wilderness Adventure, Meet Others, Have Fun!

$20.00 covers food, transportation, group equipment.
Some experience and wet-weather clothing required.
Sign up by Monday, oct. 18th.
Sponsored by UPS Counseling Center -- 201 SUB, x3372

housing. Unless UPS plans on being
able to supply all the housing arrangements for all of its students in
the near future, I would urge the
discontinuation of this short-sighted,
counter-productive practice.
For the most part, I have no complaint with the plant department; your
employees are both friendly and competent. Our house required weatherstripping and insulation last winter,
and this was accomplished with
minimal delay. Of course, we still
have only one heating vent for our entire second floor, and temperatures
were as low as 42 degrees upstairs
on some evenings. Although I place a
work-order for more vents or electricbaseboard heaters early this past
summer, (in order to get the work
done while temperatures were high
and while such work could be done
while the house was near-empty) we
still have inadequate heat on our second floor! The last word that I heard
was that the baseboard heaters
would be installed by Christmas!
We could also do with another halfbath or so, as one lone bath for six active students is quite an inconvenience. I looked at some number of
rentals late this summer, and I can
state quite plainly that $610.00 (our
rent for one month with the University) is capable of renting a house of
quite a higher quality on the open
market.
I would be interested in any
response that you may be willing to
provide in regard to this letter.
Sincerely,
James J. Benedetto
1118 No. Lawrence St.
To the Editor:
As anyone who reads the Trail on a
halfway regular basis knows, I am not
prone to take much seriously.
Anything slightly absurd, any person,
group or custom even faintly smacking of the ridiculous is fair game for
one and all. Yet there is one topic I am
serious about and, ironically enough,
that is humor. I don't think about it
often--one usually takes one's
deepest beliefs forgranted--but a recent occurrence has called these
ideas to task and it seems I must rise
in their defense.
Satire has been a tool of great
writers for centuries. Horace,
Juvenal, Pope, Dryden, Buchwald
and Rooney have all used satire to
point out humanity's more idiosyncratice quirks in an effort to, as Addison and Steele phrased it, "entertain and instruct." Now, far be it from
me to class myself with these men.
My mean attempt at wit have been
comparatively mediocre at best, a
mere dilettante among genius. Nevertheless, I have enjoyed doing the
weekly articles and, from the various
comments I've heard, others have enjoyed reading them. Until the article of
September 30, "How to Park Illegally." Suddenly there is an unprecedented uproar in the Trail office.
The head of Safety and Security has
lodged an official complaint with the
editor, friends on the S&S staff are
shunning me to various degrees accompanied by half serious threats to

tow my car away. What a mess!
Granted, just about everyone saw the
humor in the article except the
specific group involved, yet one must
ask: If I had picked on Betas (which I
love to do), the Feminist Student
Union or any of the religious groups
on campus, would they have been
more tolerant? Are we losing the ability to laugh at ourselves?
It is my firm belief that nine people
out of ten take themselves much too
seriously, losing any sense of humor
when they are the ones being made
to look slightly ridiculous. I used to
think this was the curse of the 20th
Century, thanks to writers like Eliot
and Hemingway trying to convince
the general public that life is deadly
serious. Humans have almost always
seen themselves as the high point of
creation and with the recent advent of
weapons capable of destroying all life
within hours, one does tend to be
more serious than previously .
Ironically, it is at just such times that
humor is most needed. When one
fails to see the absurdity of one's
behavior, a sense of perspective is
lost. Existence becomes centered
upon one's self and all daily interpresonal transactions are seen as r eflections of others views on one's self,
rather than the mere comment it was
most likely intended as. Lord knows
I'm not free from this stigma--I'm frequently so involved in my own problems that I think all others must be
too, and interpret every statement as
some sort of innuendo relating to me,
personally. However, I always, eventually, (I hope!) see how idiotically I'm
behaving and have a laugh at my own
expense, while resolving to be less
self-concerned next time.
One of my favorite quotes is supposedly from an epitaph--"Life's a
joke and all things show it/ I thought
so once, but now I know it." Life is
meant to be enjoyed. This doesn't
mean all subjects are hysterical. War
usually strikes me as singularly
humorless, yet Joseph Heller's Catch
22 and TV's M*A"S*H have succeeded in seeing something funny in
it. At the same time, they are very
much a social commentary, using the
reader/viewer's sense of humor to
help him restore a balanced perspective. Be honest--all the time you were
laughing at that ass Frank Burns,
didn't you sometimes see a bit of
yourself in his petty behavior?
I'm not sure there's a conclusion to
this--most probably not. But if I must
have a final point, let it be this .
There's nothing to be angry about if a
given satirical work doesn't pertain to
you. Enjoy laughing at all the other
fools "out there." Yet, if you do find
yourself upset, maybe it's because
the piece is hitting a little too close to
home. It's worth thinking about.
Sincerely,
Jeri Hurd
(cont. on page 5)

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

And More Letters
(cont from page 4)
Dear Mr. Hamilton:
Without any further space taken by
this letter...I shall continue...
Homecoming 1982 came to us
last Friday evening, October 8th
without a single problem.
There are a number of people who
worked many hard and long hours for
the success of this event and those
people I want to recognize for their
help so that our students, faculty and
staff might also pass along their
thoughts with regards to Homecoming.
The members of my committe,
Special Events, who are: Carol
Cramer, Mike Shepherd, Marina Reisinger, Jennifer Spencer, Greg Jones,
Suzanne Crocker, Andy Allison, Linda
Shrader, Patience Harrison, Martha
Healy, Chris McRhynolds, and Angie
Erickson.
Also, I want to thank God!!! My
pants did not split in the seat this
year, as they did last Homecoming,
what a relief. Early times is still being
made and once again I made it from
Seattle via 1-5 to Tacoma without a
ticket, and a special thanks to the
Washington State Police.
People who need recognition are
numerous, but the judges for
Songfest and the Dean of Students
staff for their "total spiritual, physical,
and emotional inspiration" and
because of their Songfest entry.
Totally awesome!!!
Oh yes, and lest I forget, all the
students who came to the Seattle
Center to make Homecoming the success it was.
...The Director of Student Activities, Serni Solidarios, for his encouragement and help. The bus
drivers for not doing drugs during
their tour of duty to and from Seattle,
Nordstrom for pants that don't rip
anymore, No Chees Please for playing "You know I know", No Quiche
Please for winning the 3 foot pizza
party and ASUPS Executives for their
understanding and MONEY!!!
...The UPS Loggers for blowing
Simon Fraser University all the way
home - winning the game. The City of
Seattle for our use of the Center
House and libation establishments.
For girls wearing green and others for
eating green M&M's and the list goes
on and on...
And thank you Professor for your
understanding and yes I will now
begin attending class and I will make
up all my back homework.
And my dear mother for giving birth
to Preppy.
With the warmest and sincerest of
thoughts and regards.
Thank you: Scott
Jones
Shep
Semi
David
Dean
Jeri
RE. Clenton Richardson

Dear UPS students:
Now that the 1982 Fall elections
have closed, it is a good time to look
back on the elections and see how
they can be further improved for the
future. As a senatorial candidate I had
an inside look at the electorial process and saw much room for improvement.
One area I thought that Elections
Committee showed progress in was
following the announced schedule.
Unlike last years the candidates were
on time to the residence areas for
their speeches - in fact we were even

early several times.
I do feel, however, that the Elections Committee needs to improve on
advertising for the pre-election activities. I found in most of the
residence halls there was little, if any,
publicity. This led to a low student turnout. In Anderson-Langdon, the
largest dorm on campus, "official"
statements were not put up until
several hours before the speeches
were to be given.
I also feel that the Elections Committee should distribute the speeches
more fairly considering the distribution of the student population. The
candidates spoke at nine fraternities
and sororities over a two night period.
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We then visited the eight residential
halls in one night. These halls were
combined two at a time making it even
more impractical for the students to
attend.
In the future the time constraints of
the living groups should also be taken
into consideration. At several Greek
houses we were scheduled to speak
during meal times. Also, at the times
we were scheduled to speak at the
residence halls all the R. A.'s were attending a meeting.
Hopefully these ideas will be taken
into consideration for future elections. I believe if they are, they will be
a benefit to the entire student body.
Chad Haines
Cont on Page 6

There's adventure
and an important job
waiting for you.

"The Navy has been a great adventure for me.
I've traveled to Europe, the Mediterranean and
almost every major metropolitan center in the
U.S. On top of the travel, the Navy has afforded
me superb opportunities to broaden my
education. In addition to technical service
schools, I've spent two years earning an MBA at
Harvard.
"The greatest thing about a career in the Navy
for me has been the opportunity for early
responsibility and ultimately, Command at Sea.
As Captain of the USS Taurus, I am responsible

for the fastest ship ever commissioned into
naval service. I can't imagine any place I'd rather
be; and the fact is, when I was in college, it never
occurred to me that I would make the Navy a
career. It's a career full of opportunities you
should explore. Stop by and meet the recruiters
on campus."
Scott Slocum, Commander, USN

UNITED STATES

NAVY
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Oh sure, eating burritos, sipping
"bloody mary's" and listening to Jummy Buffett is great for a while. But
sooner or later savage reality creeps
in. Then, turn out the lights, the
party's over.
It may begin subtlely. Little hints
from Mom and Dad at the dinner
table; "We sold your golf clubs and
class ring to help subsidize your fetish
for Bailey's Irish Cream and marshmellow bunnies" or "We've decided to give your ticket (to Florida, for
the family's annual yachting trip to the
Bahamas) to that nice Gulick boy
(another UPS Graduate he has a real
iob." Some are less subtle, a sold
sign on your tront lawn, all your worldly possessions in a pile outside a locked front door with a note reading,
"Don't try to find us, we've left no forwarding address...P.S., We've
cancelled your subscription to TV
Guide. Love Mom and Dad."
These are brutal facts that must be
faced. Sure, you say it'll never happen to me. I'll get a job immediately
after graduation...I mean, after I get
back from Europe (a graduation present). Of course, upon returning, certain cultural adjustments must be
made. Reacclimating oneself to the
banalities of life in the states can be
quite demanding. First you must
catch up on all the summer reruns
missed while you were abroad. This

And Still More Letters
(cont. from page 5)
To the Editor:
On Sunday, October 10, nineteen
UPS students took part in the 15
kilometer CROP Walk for Hunger.
CROP raises money to combat
hunger abroad and also locally, as 25
percent of the money raised will be
used in this area. I would like to say a
special thank you to the walkers (and
runners) for their time, effort and concern. Good job! I'd also like to thank
the people who sponsored them on
their venture. And to the folks who
wanted to walk but couldn't for some
reason, I appreciate you too!
In such an affluent place as UPS,
the subject of hunger is easily pushed
aside. I'm please and excited to find a

significant number of students here
who are concerned about the issue
and are ready to act on that concern.
Laurel Brown
US-2 Campus Minister

Dear UPS undergraduates,
Although your education at UPS far
exceeds those obtained at other
academic institutions, we believe that
you are not totally prepared (via.
UPS) to face the real world. Speaking
from experience, the real world can
be a cold, cruel and inhuman place.

Asia Celebration Planned
By Steve Lust
The University of Puget Sound hosts
"Asia: A Cultural Celebration" during
the week of October 24-29. The program will include events such as slide
shows, films, student colloquia, and a
student festival with exibits and participants in traditional Asian
costumes. There is also a Japanese
Community festival with Sumi painting, flower arranging, tea ceremony,
music, and dancing.
The forum is being held in response
to a heightened interest in Asian
Studies on the UPS campus. A
number of UPS students recently
returned from the nine month Pacific
Rim Asia Study Travel Program.
Pacific Rim, led by Dr. Robert Albertson and his wife Aileen, enabled
students to study in Korea, Japan,
China, Thailand, Indonesia, Srilanka,

India, and Nepal during the 1981-82
academic year.
The highlight of the Asian week is a
lecture on the Essence of the
Japanese Spirit, by Elizabeth
Rodgers of the Seattle Art Musem
and its Asian Arts Council. UPS professors Bill Colby and Del Langbauer
will participate in a discussion following her address.
In addition, there will be an exhibit
of Asian art objects in the library, and
informative texts for the traveling student on display in the UPS bookstore.
Sponsors for the event are The
Asian Studies Program, Pacific
Rim/Asia Study-Travel Program, UPS
Associated Student Body, Arts,
Literature and Religion program, and
Director of Public Relations, University Relations Office.
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Hedonistically Yours,
Timothy J. Prasil
Michael C. McGoorty
"Class of 1982"
P.S. The pencils are a quarter. Dimes
don't work in Donkey Kong machines
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Congratulations To These
Students Who Have Been
Selected As Participants in the
"RISE ABOVE THE
ORDINARY" Leadership Program:

Palmer Lectures
(Cont. from page 1)
tions to which they have no
answers," he declared. However, he
also added that those questions cannot be allowed to get in the way of a
personal relationship with God. "If it
does, we will experience a great
loneliness and estrangement setting
in." He reminded the audience that,
"it is not wrong to doubt but rather it is
wrong not to doubt." He goes even
further, by saying it is even "our
business to doubt our doubts." Beck
spoke of the dangerous parody that
the church is make up of people
without doubts, and observed that
"there is a razor thin edge between
the faith we affirm and the questions
we must ask."
Beck claimed that there exist some
underlying reasons why we should
question our religion. First of all, he
emphasized the idea that God's
nature cannot be reduced to a formula in which anguish, grief or affliction can be seen as a direct function
of sin. He also opposes the abuse of
religion by certain sectors of people.
"We see the fundamentalist and
literalist, watch them misuse the
Biblical text, and think we don't have

doesn't even begin to include "All My
Children" and "GH". Then your
parents' attitudes must be readjusted.
After all, drinking warm Heinikens
from a one-liter stein isn't generally
accepted as being the American way.
Of course what's happened to us
may not happen to you. After all, as
President Phibbs says in his annual
graduation address, "a person will
hold at least seven jobs in their working lifetime." Unfortunately we've had
five jobs since graduation, and we're
only 23. Of course there is some
debate as to whether moving from
french fries to Whopper Jrs constitutes a job change.
So kindly UPS community, if by
chance you should happen to run
across two obviously destitute young
men sporting a cup of pencils and a
sign which reads: "We are down trodden UPS alumni without homes,
without work, without money, or soft
warm stimulii. Our one remaining
asset is our 'liberal arts education for
a life time."' please give generously, it
could be job number seven.

to teach its proper use."
4
0..0i
The speaker concluded by leaving
the audience with some questions he
feels one should never fail to ask 1 4
when studying the Biblical text, for instance: "What did the text mean at ki)
the time it was written?" and "What 1. 4
difference does this Biblical teaching
make in my life or in the life of my
community?" Beck offered a final bit
of food for thought when he said,
"Hope comes not so much to those 1 4
who worry about the things last
chronologically, but the ultimate (I)
truths that are existentially." With that 10**I
.
bit of wisdom, he blew an affectionate
kiss to the audience, and was applauded back to the podium for 1•..4
I•1
I
another bow.
Altogether, the Palmer Lecture k0)
14
Series not only drew a successful tur- •
nout, but was a truly educational and
inspiring experience as well. It is only 1.* 4
unfortunate that the lectures were
not heard by more of the UPS Student Body, however, they were well 1.*
'S i
received by the primarily middle-- I
aged folk and clergy that did attend.

(I)

11

„••

Ed Chase
Jill Fisher
Judith Frederick
Lori Fujioka
Carolyn Jo Glenn
Arthur Hansen
Anthony Hemstad
William Ibershof
Kari Jordal
Kary Jodan
Kathleen Ka'au'a
Susan Kaintz
Cort Kinker
Mike Mangum
Stephanie Marshall
John Matelich

Freda Monroe
Lei Monroe
Eric Neville
Ronda Newmiller
Patti Olney
Paul Picardo
David Poston
Kamla Primlani
Kelli Radcliffe
Brent Rollins
Fred Ross
Leslie Rumpeltes
Ann Seman
Liberty Tablit
Doug Varie
April Wicks
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ENTERTAINMENT Op ,

We review some art galleries, two records, a bar, and more.
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UPS Drama Opens
Tonight
By Jeri Hurd

cial for a well known company and has also
done some for local and regional spots. She's

For the first time in almost twelve years,
the UPS Inside Theatre is performing a classic
Greek tragedy. Euripides' Medea, a tragic
••[

tale of love and revenge, is scheduled to hit
the boards tonight with the official opening of
the 1982-83 season. I talked to Director
Tom Somerville, a professor here since 1969,
two years after the theatre program really got
under way, last week and was thoroughly
charmed by this man's enthusiasm and love
for theatre.
"Conceptually we've interpreted the play
in an interesting way," he stated. "We've
made the chorus more of an integral part of
the action, with the characters and chorus

very serious about her acting. We worked
pretty hard to get her here. "

all over again. The personality of this core

This confused me. Had he seen her before
she came to UPS? This time he outright

students appear and returning ones mature.

laughs. "We all go hunting for the best

classes who show lots of promise. So you

people--all the college theatre departments.

could say we're on the upswing again, filling

We try to make it to all the local high school

the vacancies left by recent graduates.

productions to look for potential actors and
technicians-- good, strong p eople. We'd die
out without the recruiting program. It's not
very often that a Houston Dougharty pops up
out of the blue. I'd never seen him until he

in the traditional manner. Larry Baumiller,
the director of the chorus, has really done
wonders. He has taught this chorus totally
new techniques of presentation and they have
developed them into very effective and impressive stuff. They are the foundation of
this production. "
He paused for a minute, staring at a corner
"Medea has
of the room, then continued.
proven very exciting for both me and the cast.
We spent the entire first week just going
over the play line by line to make sure each

an accurate historical and aesthetic understan-

We have many people in this cast and in our

wanted to get back to discussion of
Medea, and asked him how the case was enjoying the play. After all, as anyone who has

was at least 35. We were lucky there.
Usually we work very hard to get our people.
The Washington Association of Theatre Artists holds auditions every year that lets
juniors and seniors try out and we always

meant to be seen. That makes all the difference. When you have an actor on stage
putting life into a character, the play becomes
a living idea. The cast has discovered this.
From what I can see, their dedication to this

watch those. These things tend to run in
waves. Very often students whom we've

production--hard work--shows their enjoyment in this discovery. Look at Medea's

never seen before audition for our productions. Coupled with those we've recruited,

plot: Jason marries a foreigner who does
everything she can to help him, he brings her
back to his country and he leaves her for

them will graduate--like Eric Anderson, Rick

contact Clark Yerrington at the TRAIL

or

752-3001
:.;

EP

temporary drama. Even in Shakespeare,
Hamlet spends four acts deciding to act. ''

cont. on page 2

INSIDE

interaction between characters. Greek drama
is written with longer monologues and less
dialogue then contemporary works. This has
been a real challenge for the cast, used to
more modern plays, to deal with realistically.
Furthermore, the amount of energy required
for Medea is staggering. Daily rehearsal

ART
A guide to local fine arts.

hours have been shortened to ease the strain,
but even so..." He again pauses for a
minute. and one can almost see him running

RECORDS

scenes through his mind. "Medea, who is
played by Christine Sloane, a sophomore this

New releases from Bow Wow Wow
& Psychedelic Furs.

year, is almsot never off the stage. She
enters at close to her emotional peak and

THE BAR REVIEW
Local taverns--Magoo's and the West
End.

builds from there. It's an exhausting role. "
I asked him if it might not be too much to ex-

She's currently shooting a national commer-

review films, records, lectures, concerts or
anything else of interest to UPS students.
Also, we are looking for people to assist in
layout & production. If you're interested

another woman. Classic situation. How the
characters deal with these problems is univer-

ding of the play.
"One of the deceiving elements of many
.71reek dramas is what first appears to be less

pect a sophomore to portray a role experienced actors might have trouble with. He grinned. "Yeah, but she's terrific. What a find!

IN "1 STEP BEYOND"?
We are looking for competent people to

sal. Greek drama is relevant to our time. It
is, however, much more condensed than con-

Students "Medeating" at the
Inside Theater. See this one.

•

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE INVOLVED
"Plays are not just meant to be read, they are

we start to develop a strong nucleus of
talented people. But then a whole crop of

EL

ever read Oedipus knows, it is often difficult
to see why they are called "great. "

showed up for try-outs one day. I thought he

character understood every word they were
saying and why it was being said, trying to
interpret it. A lot of time has been spent poring over Greek art and mythology books for

group changes from year to year; new

THEATER

responding to each other, rather than just using the chorus as a commentary on the action

Hinkson, Larry Hansen and Mark Melin all
leaving in one year--and we start rebuilding

CALENDAR
JEFF CASTELLINO

Turn on, tune in, and drop hack to
1967.

2

Beyon
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MEDEA
cont. from page 1

BOW WOW WOW:
CZ-1E1%MT

(Right) Second City:
An
outrageous show last Saturday
in the Fieldhouse.
theatrical/cultural center for the campus and
Tacoma, to make students realize an audience
needs to be educated and cultivated. Theatre

Somerville leaned forward, his body tense

is a necessary part of our lives; one needs to

with obvious excitement and interest in the

see a broad range of plays, needs to unders-

subject. "Here we have Medea, fated to fall
in love with Jason. Not only does the actress

many of our theatre classes to teach this, not

have to get across the p oint that she hates

just to be training grounds for actors and

Jason, enough to kill his children in revenge

directors." One final question: drama
students may be able to appreciate Greek

while nevertheless continuing to love him--but
she has one line in which to come to the conclusion that she must kill his children, and
hers, to achieve her full revenge. One line.

tand the ''human dilemma. " We've altered

drama, but will the general audience? "I am
very confident the audienced will come away

That calls from some very intense, careful and

realizing Greek theatre is not boring, not
something old. Medea is short, but intense.

mature acting."

The audience doesn't get a second to rest.

Country", "Jungle Boy", "(I'm a) T.V.

With such an intense beginning, I asked

Savage" and "King Kong"). So, there are

Professor Somerville about the forthcoming

I Want Candy
Bow Wow Wow
RCA
1:1 Want Candy; Baby Oh No; Louis
Quatrose; Cowboy; Mile High Club
2:Go Wild in the Country; Jungle Boy;
El Boss Dicho; (I'm a) T.V. Savage;
King Kong

only two new songs on this album ("Baby,
Oh No" and "El Boss Dicho"). One

plays and how they would follow up Medea.
"We took a look at our plays over the last

Theatre, Jones Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is
$4 for general public, $3 for students and

shouldn't care, though, even if one has both

four years and realized we've been leaning

senior citizens. Or, for students, there is a

their other albums, because they are remixed

towards contemporary theatre. Therefore,

2-for-1 price available. (See coupon page ) It

versions of the songs, and well worth it.

we're trying to include the classics on a more

will continue through this weekend and next,

"Mile High Club" sounds much different,
for instance. The drums and bass stand out

regular basis. Along with Medea we're also

with a matinee on Sunday, October 17, at 2

doing one by what's-his-name. You know;

p.m.

Bow Wow Wow is superb. Last spring

comes from Madagascar, the island off Africa,
and has imported jungle rhythms for Bow

By Bill Logan

more, emphasizing the strong rhythm section
this band has. Drummer David Barbarossa

this band played at the Showbox in Seattle,
and it was one of the most entertaining concerts of the year. Since then they 've released
their EP Last of the Mohicans, and now a

the poet guy. Shakespeare. something like
that. I think it's called A Midsummer
Night's Dream. Our power house contemporary piece for the year is a marvelous and

Wow Wow. Vocalist Annabella Lwin,
originally from Rangoon has a strong voice

strange black comedy by John Guare called
The House of Blue Leaves. We are also in-

and an athletic stage performance. At 16, she

cluding opera in our major season's

new LP called I Want Candy (named after the

is a seeming prodigy. Guitarist Matthew

schedule."

hit song on their EP, also on this album).

Ashman and bassist Leroy Gorman add to

By now I have run out of questions, and

Bow Wow Wow's version of "I Want Can-

make this a technically awesome group, and
one of the more promising of the 80's.

fall back on the old standby, plans for the

dy" had been popular, and the video of
them, playing it on a beach is well filmed and

band for Adam Ant, brought together by

really funny.

Malcolm McLaren, ex-manager of the Sex
Pistols. But McLaren apparently had other

The other three songs from their EP
("Cowboy", "Mile High Club" and
"Louis Quatorze"), are also on this album,

plans for them. He found Lwin, as history

as well as four songs from their first album

tells us, working at a laundromat in Paris. He

cont. on page

See Jungle, See Jungle... ("Go Wild in the
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ALBUM CHARTS
FM 90.1
R.E.M. Chronic Town

Fleetwood Mac Mirage
The Who It's Hard

Psychelelic Furs Forever Now
Romeo Void Benefactor
Talk Talk The Party's Over
X Under The Big Black Sun
The Clash Combat Rock
The Boomtown Rats V Deep
ABC The Lexicon of Love

future. "Our goal is to be part of the

Originally Bow Wow Wow was a studio

.

John Cougar American Fool
4) Michael McDonald If That's What it
Takes
The Go- Go's Vacation

Bow Wow Wow I Want Candy

A Flock of Seagulls
Alan Parsons Project Eye in the Sky
Rush Signals

The English Beat Special Beat Service
Duran Duran Rio

Men At Work Business As Usual
Billy Squier Emotions la Motion

Trio - "Da Da Da I Don't Love You,
You Don't Love Me. Aha Aha Aha"
(Single)
Translator Heartbeats and I riggers
A Flock of Seagulls

Robert Plant Pictures at Eleven
Elvis Costello Imperial Bedroom
The Clash Combat Rock
Joe Jackson Night and Day

Altered Images Pinky Blue
Wall of Voodoo Call of the West
Berlin Pleasure Victim

Stray Cats Built For Speed
Steve Winwood Talking Back To The
Night
Santana Shango

Stray Cats Built for Speed
Men At Work Business As Usual
Bananarama (EP)

Crosby, Stills and Nash Daylight Again
Steve Miller Band Abacadabra
Asia

Christine Sloane, star of Medea,
reaches for the sky. The Play
starts at 8 tonight.

It 's superb theatre. "
Medea begins its run tonight, in the Inside

.....

ART

'Searching For
Art in Tacoma
Artist At Large

By Paula Hardin

For the
Academically
Uninclined
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West End Tavern
3840 6th Ave.
759-2896
Mon. - Sat. 11:30-2
Sun. 12-12
Been & Wine/Food

Magoo's Annex
2710 N. 21st
759-6300
Mon. - Sat. 11-2
Sun. 12-12
Beer & Wine/Food

caught my attention was that Ee was
"perhaps best known to our (the museum's)
members for having provided the painting for

Fo. a change of pace of art activities you

the cover of the Women's Tacoma Art

should consider going to the film "Diva"

Museum Cookbook. Rather a backhanded

now showing at the Village Cinema off South
Tacoma Way. It is a French film with English

:laim to fame I think.

subtitles, so be prepared to read to follow the
very tricky plot, or just sit hack and ap-

what sounds to be the most fun exhibit on
Oct. 18.
"Dragons, Gargoyles, etc.

preciate the visual impact of the film, which is
very "artily" done. I would not have believ-

features mythological beasts which have lived

ed a murder mystery/cops and robbers plot

the centuries. In addition to the work on
display it is possible to see an audio-visual

could have been done so aesthetically pleas-

The Children's Gallery at TAM is opening

in stories and artwork of civilizations through

ing. The fact that it begins with a fantastic

presentation for "docented tours" which are

opera singer should have clued me that it
would be different from the run of the mill

available Monday through Friday, but you

films of similar genre. I almost did not go the

must call for reservations two weeks in advance: Children's Gallery 272-4383. This

film since I "hate" opera (though I've had

exhibit will continue through May 31, 1983.

no experience of the real thing). I have come

The next show at our own Kittredge

away with a greater appreciation for opera
and intend to give it a fair chance, not letting
T.V.-version opera color my attitude.
Another fun thing (for free) to do is to at-

Gallery has its opening reception on Sunday,
October 24 from 6:30 to 8:30 at the gallery.
Some of the artists included in the exhibit are
nationally famous. The show, titled

tend art show openings - "previews". The
artists are usually there along with an interesting assortment of people whose com-

"Ceramic Traditions", promises to be a
varied and truly high caliber show.
To see another art media - print making,

ments are often enlightening. At the Tacoma

consider going to the American Art Company
at 2046 Sixth Avenue. The show currently

By Clark Yerrington

feed quarters into with a remote chance of
winning heavy cash. Apparently these

One UPS professor (who shall remain
nameless) last year was rather nonplussed at

machines exist because of a loophole in the
gambling laws. The West End is somewhat

the fact that a lot of his class wasn't showing

nicer overall in terms of interior decor, but

up on Friday afternoons - it seems they were
instead congregating' at a nearby
tavern...what was the place called? What's

both are derived from the same mold.
Both taverns have a lot of "special"
nights (popcorn night, peanut night, ladies

that? Magoo's? Yes, that's it. Magoo's.
This same professor "finally went down

night, hot dog night, etc.) - the best deal is
to be found at Magoo's on Monday nights

there" himself to see what was so exciting
that kept everyone from class. He returned
from his excursion feeling that Magoo's was

from 8-10 p.m., where Lucky beer can be
had for $1 per pitcher. Magoo's has a far better selection of beers on tap, also. The

School of Design which is one of the best art
schools in the country.

Handforth Gallery. The shows are usually
featured for a month and give exposure to a
wide range of media and people. The gallery

"very unimpressive" and couldn't understand why it was drawing so many people.

following exchange was overheard during
peanut night at the West End:
Bartender: "You haveto put the peanut shells

Also at the Tacoma Art Museum in the
Baskin Gallery is the work of another painter,

is upstairs off the fiction section.
These will be some of the shows I will be

Leo Adams, a resident of Yakima,
Washington. An item in the press release that

reviewing in future issues, so stop by to see

Magoo's and its sister tavern the West End
have both been drawing crowds of students
on Friday afternoons for years now. Also,

on the floor. ''
Man at bar: "Huh? Oh, sure - no problem.

they are familiar to students as places to buy

That's where I was going to put them

kegs for parties. The appeal of these taverns
rests not so much in the taverns themselves,
but rather in their close locations a.1c1 social

anyway. "
Clearly social graces mean little at these

aspects. Magoo's is located at 21st and
Oakes; the West End is at 6th & Proctor, so
both are within walking distance of school.
This is an advantage because if you walk
there you won't have to say "I can't drink
too much since I have to drive home." The

taverns, which are intended to be fun places
more than anything else.
The foot at both Magoo's and the West
End is good. The menus are comparable burgers, sandwiches, and salads can be had
for reasonable rates.
It's worth it to put in an appearance some

West End is conveniently located next door to

time at either of these bars, for lunch or just

a laundromat, so you can wsh clothes and
drink beer simultaneously. Just don't forget

for a few beers - but it 's also a good idea to
go to class.

about your clothes! The social aspects are obvious - since a lot of people from UPS frequent the taverns, you will most likely hve
the opportunity to meet some new people in a
less businesslike atmosphere.
The atmosphere in both bars is virtually
identical - the music comes from juke boxes,
and amusements include pool, pinball, and
video games. (For no apparent reason, both
taverns don't have foosball this year. Too
bad. The West End does have one added
diversion in pull-tab machines which you can

(Right) No Quiche
Winners
Please:
of Songfest last
Friday

Art Museum's Main Gallery opening October
14 and continuing through November 14 is
the work of Robert C. Jones, a faculty
member of the Fine Arts Department of the
University of Washington. The collection
contains paintings and drawings described as
"lyrical impressionism". The preview is October 13 before the Trail comes out so you
may miss this one, but there will probably be
another for the next show. Incidentally,
Robert Jones attended the Rhode Island

PRESTON PATTON

on display there features mezzotint prints, an
unusual and difficult type of printmaking.
Mezzotint is the opposite of most techniques
in that you start by creating a "black" surface and proceed to work from dark to light.
It is a very demanding and time consuming
technique.
Last but not least, you might consider a
trip down to the Tacoma Public Library's

them if you get a chance.

NV.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Psychedelic Furs:
Not Just Another Band
By Bill Logan

Vocalist Richard Butler sin g s on "Forever
Now" - "for the banker he's a thief/He
isn't very honest/but he's obvious at least ".

Forever Now
The Psychedelic Furs
Columbia
1 :Forever Now; Love My Way; Goodbye; Only You and I; Sleep Comes
Down
2:President Gas; Run and Run;
Danger; No Easy Street; Yes I Do

Butler is a fascinatin g vocalist, able to deliver
his lyrics with great feelin g . His voice is
raspy , not unlike a talented Rod Stewart, and
it gives the Furs an individual sound.
For those of you who haven't heard of the
"another new wave band". Man y excellent
new bands fall victim to this backwards wa y

After a couple of personnel chan ges, the
Psychedelic Furs have released their new
album called Forever Now. If their last album

of such cate gorization. Their sound is crisp,

Talk Talk Talk impressed y ou, this one will
impress you just as much. Althou g h this

experience, and the result is a class y production. Rund gren also contributes some

writer is b y no means politicall y minded, even

ke yboards and a sax solo on "No Eas y

a mongoloid can see that this is a politicall y
oriented album, due lar gel y to the title track

Street ".
Departed from the band is ke yboard and

"Forever Now", and "President Gas''.

sax pla yer Duncan Kilburn. This is sad, as

new and danceable. Forever Now is produced
by Todd Rund gren, well known for his studio

Kilburn is stupendous on their previous
albums. Gary Windo, Donn Adams and Ann

Cherry

Sheldon all suppl y the brass on this album

I
I

I
I
I

21. The 8 p.m. talk, at the UPS Fieldhouse
in Tacoma, is titled "Discover the
Future Past. '
The former Harvard instructor became a
s ymbol of the counterculture movement in the
1960s when he left Harvard amidst controvers y over his ps ychedelic dru g testin g and
coined the phrase "Turn on, tune in and drop
out. " The controversial philosopher-scientist

16 SATURDAY

remained in the headlines throu ghout the late
1960s and 1970s when he advocated usin g

CAMPUS FILM--"Taps"/6,8:20,&
10:40 pm/Mc 006
CONCERT--Fresh Aire/8 pm/ Paramount, Seattle

hallucino genic dru gs in ps ychotherap y and
was convicted on several dru g char ges. He
spent several years in prison and on Au g ust
15, 1981 was released from parole -free for

17 SUNDAY

the first time in 15 years.

CAMPUS FILM--"Taps"/6 & 8:20
pm/Mc 006
Aire/3:30
CONCERT--Fresh
pm/Paramount, Seattle

Tickets are $3.50 for the general public
and $2.50 for UPS students, available at the
Bon Marche in Tacoma, Fidelit y Lane in Seat-

18 MONDAY

streets.

tle, or the UPS information booth in the Student Union Building at 15th and Lawrence
Leary is sponsored b y the Associated
Students of LIPS Lectures Committee.

CONCERT--Pat Metheney Group/8
pm/Opera House, Seattle

20 WEDNESDAY

IT'S NOT WORKING

CONCERT--The Who & The Clash/7
pm/Kingdome, Seattle

Response to last week's re q uest for cop y for
this calendar was underwhelmin g--let's get it

(with Rundgren). The result is several diverse
st y les, all different from Kilburn's. Also

cont. from page 2

departed is guitarist Ro ger Morris on guitar,

asked her if she liked to sin g and when she
said she did, he made her the vocalist for Bow
Wow Wow. The y have enra ged the record

leaving John Ashton all the guitar responsibilities. Ashton meets this responsibilit y with
four stars, providn g the acoustic, rh y thm and
lead guitars. Vince El y , a heav y-handed
drummer, works to gether with bassist Tim
Butler (possibl y Richard Butler's brother?) to

industry with "C-30, C-60, C-90, Go! ",
a son g advocatin g home taping . That and
another hit "W.O.R.K. " are onl y available
as a sin gle. Get down with the heav y beat of

provide a somewhat simple, but effective

Bow Wow Wow.

rh ythm section. Three cheers for the Furs!

------- 5
CALL1
'1 ANDYE SHALL 11
I RECEIVE 1
I

CAMPUS FILM--"Taps"/6,8:20,&
10:40 pm/Mc 006
CONCERT--Fresh Aire/8 pm/Paramount,Seattle
CONCERT--Alley Gators & The
Frazz/8 pm/Eagles Hippodrome,
Seattle

Psychedelic Furs, don't pi geonhole them as

of thinkin g , and the Furs are little deservin g

I

Dr. Timoth y Leary , America's Cosmic
Cowbo y , brings his special brand of speakin g
to the Universit y of Puget Sound October

15 FRIDAY

Save $2 on any 16" pizza we send
winging to your door. Just give this coupon to
your delivery angel.

I

21 THURSDAY

to gether this time.--Submit cop y to TRAIL
Arts & Entertainment for next issue no later

Leary/8

SPEAKER--Timothy
pm/Fieldhouse

than 12 pm on Wed. , 20 Oct.

GREAT VALUES-GREAT BARGAINS
T V 's

Plenty of
FREE
PARKING

Up
$4.99 & Up

$19.99 &

Blenders and Toasters
Lamps-Large and Small
Furniture and Silverware
Coffee Pots-All Types

Ell

•

•

d Ull

714 South 27th Street, Tacoma, Wash .
Phone: 272-7030

HOURS 14. f 9.10 8 10 SATURDAY 10 00 / 00 SUNDAY II 0
,

00

Limited deliver y area Call for details. Coupon ma y not he used
with other coupons or offers. Cash value II20e. Offer expires
11/31/K!.

Tacoma North
Tacoma Lakewood
Tacoma University

2803 6th Ave
6007 100th SW
3820 Bridgeport Way W

383-1797
584-5881
564-4542

BUNNYS' STYLING SALON
MEN AND WOMEN
BY APPOINTMENT

PIZZA HAVEN
IS PIZZA HEAVEN
M=I IMMINI

I■111

BUNNY CHAPLIN
1455 MOORLANDS DR.
TACOMA, WA. 98405

752-1466
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Get Involved in CIAC
An extrerrrefy worthwhile organization here on the UPS campus can be
found in Room 212 of the SUB. It's
called the Community Involvement
and Action Center (CIAC), and according to student coordinator Stacy
Etheredge, "everyone has something
to offer and to gain" from being a part
of the program.
Basically, CIAC is a volunteer
referral agency for student volunteers
that acts as a go-between for
students on campus who wish to be
volunteers and outside community
agencies who need volunteers. CIAC
works two ways, says Etheredge,
one way being the "students come into me, I find their interests and what
type of position they desire and then
match up the volunteer to an agency
which needs their services. Secondly, CIAC acts as an advertising service for volunteer agencies that call
with a position they need to fill. Announcements in medias such as the
Tattler are used to attract a student interested in that particular position."
Sample organizations which CIAC
deals with include YMCA, Big Brother
- Big Sister, Remann Hall, area
hospitals, nursing homes, schools,

March of Dimes, Tacoma Community
House, Catholic Community
Charities, Tacoma Crisis Center,
Women's Support Shelter and others.
Volunteer jobs offered by agencies
cover almost any interest or college
major including occupation and
physical therapy, education
(tutoring), comparative sociology
(social work), psychology (counseling), pre-law (helping prepare cases),
foreign language (tutoring English to
refugees), music (leading music sessions at YMCA) and others.
Volunteers can work with the old,
young, mentally handicapped,
physicall handicapped, emotionally
disturbed or troubled, refugees,
gifted or slow students, the sick, exconvicts, abused women and other
groups of people.
The benefits of working as a
volunteer are many. You can help
others in need, enrich your education
and life, help the community and at
the same time get practical experience for resumes, applications
and recommendations for future
employment. Become involved in the
"real world", out of the self'contained
campus. Get into CIAC! Call Stacy at
X3367 or X3374.

Class Offered
Hawaii Winterim--"Reef and Shore
Biology."
Organizational meeting--Tuesday,
Oct. 19, 148 Thompson.
For more information contact D.
Jorgensen, Thompson 340.

The
Meeting-Goer's
Lament
by HER

f RT E MEYER

"There's another meeting in five minutes, Ed. Did you hear me, Ed? Ed?"
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Meeting Madness
by Jeri Hurd
Lord, how I hate meetings. In fact,
I've yet to see anyone who likes
them. Everyone always complains
about how boring meetings are arid
how they ought to be forbidden by
law, yet these same people belong to
every group on campus. I don't
know. It must be the feeling of power.
It always makes you feel so important
to tell a seldom-seen friend, "Can't
stop now. I'm late for another of
those *?!& 988 meetings. I'm so rushed
this year!" You feel involved, wanted.
It boosts the ego and raises your
estimation of yourself. After all, aren't
you more impressed by a friend who
can never do anything when you want
them to than one who is always free
when you call? Personally, I never
trust someone who is available every
time I come up with something to do.
I start to wonder if they're being
ostracized for some reason I haven't
heard of yet. Maybe they have
herpes, or lice, or psoriasis; you
know, something no one wants to
catch.
So, to satisfy our lust for power, we
all go rushing off to various meetings;
yet nothing much is ever accomplished. Old business, new business, this
week's new business becomes next
week's old business which is week
before last's new business, only in
new format because last week's oia
business (which is really the new
business, but we call it old business
because it's kind of like last week's
new business) hasn't ben voted on.
Is it any wonder everyone has a splitting headache by the time it's all over?
I always spend the entire time staring at the walls, making up stories
about what the president does with
the secretary when the meeting is
over. It's usually more fun than the
discussion going on. However, the
one meeting I would never miss is the
annual "How do we get money out of
ASUPS this year?" discussion.
ASUPS is notoriously tight with

money. Every penny spent must be
accounted for, with death to those
who overspend their budget.
(Crosscurrents' supplies budget was
cut off in October last year because
they'd already spent the $1 5
allocated for that section.)
With this in mind, the various
groups vie with each other for the attention of ASUPS. The key, of
course, is what group will ASUPS get
the most fringe benefits from?
Members have a free nass to Campus
Films movies, saving quite a bit on
entertainment expenditures;
therefore, Campus Films has a large
budget. Similarly, the Trail (see,
nothing is sacred) supplies free
publicity for all the ghastly speeches
prospective members make; thus, the
trail has a decent budget. Ditto
KUPS.
But what about groups less accessible for ASUPS exploitation? It's
a dog eat dog world and some of the
ideas I've heard show the desperation
felt by various clubs when it comes to
getting those last few dollars. The
Betas have gone so far as to offer to
take neighborhood kids trick-ortreating in hope of receiving some
sort of endowment from the funds,
something their parents couldn't pay
them to do for their kid brother or
sister. In the same spirit, Agape, in a
last ditch effort to gain a few more of
those dollars, has admitted that there
just might be a similarity between
God, Buddha and Allah (with the Rev.
Moon thrown in for extra security) and
they are now holding an inter-faith
service at their regular Wednesday
night meetings. These groups are
desperate!
I suppose that about covers the
topic. If you have any complaints,
come join the line in the Trail office-but I may be hard to find. I hate the
blasted things, but I have a meeting
every night this week. If it weren't
such an ego booster, I think I'd quit.
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Trail Trivia and Traditions

By Greg Jones
Student Representative
UPS Alumni Board of Directors
Another lost tradition and probably
the most important was the color
post, a four sided post located on the
west side of Jones Hall. It was the
visible expression of the Alumni of the
college divided into four groups. Only
twice a year were the gates opened,
allowing students to ceremonially
walk past the color post - once tor the
freshman matriculation in the fall, and
again when seniors entered the Alumni Association in the spring.
However, not even the protective
fence surrounding the post could
assuredly keep it out of foreign
hands. The never ending threat of a
Pacific Lutheran University invasion
continually added excitement to the
great tradition.
About twenty years ago some of
our rivals were successful in removing the color post and to this day
nobody knows of its whereabouts
With its removal ended one of the
most admired traditions and certainly
the most proud.
Photo: President Thompson
welcomes graduating seniors to the
Alumni Association.
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THE NEW CHRYSLER CORPORATION
PRESENTS

1983 PEI1TASTAR
CHALLE11G CALENDAR
USE YOUR ACADEMIC ABILITY AND UNRAVEL THE
HIDDEN CLUES IN THE PAGES OF THE CALENDAR

WIN fr'SCHOLARSHIPS GRANTS
USE OF A NEW DODGE CHARGER
OR
PLYMOUTH TURISMO
OTHER AWARDS
The Calendar is in
the Bookstore NOW - $4.98

t7isppoKsTom

Come in and see our
new 1983 calendars
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LOGGER SPORTS

Logger Sack Pack Sets Sites on Mats
By Paul Klawitter
The offense managed their best
output yet with 388 total yards, but it
was two defensive linemen who provided the highlights in Saturday's
31-6 football victory over Simon
Fraser.
Noseguard Marsh Hansen, a 6'2",
198 pound senior from Highline provided much of the excitement with six
sacks of Clansmen QB Jay Prepchuck. "Most of the time I was
shooting the gap," said Hansen,
whose sacks accounted for 43 yards
in Clansmen losses.
Some of the credit for Hansen's
successful day should go to Logger
defensive line coach and former Little
All-American, Bob Jackson. Jackson
is the perfect example of quickness
over size and he teaches the virtues
of quickness to all the linemen - including Marsh Hansen, who at only
198 pounds, cannot go through
linemen very easily - but can get
around them.
The other outstanding individual
performance was put in by Jeff
Green. Green, a 5'11", 222 pound
senior defensive tackle from Lincoln
High in Tacoma, intercepted two of
Prepchuck's passes. The first came
as Prepchuck was scrambling left and
Green was containing in the flat. "I
was just hanging outside trying to
contain," comments Green. The interception halted a Clansmen drive at
the Logger 11 yard line. The second
theft came near midfield as Green
was stunting. "I hung back as a
linebacker in case of a screen, and he
threw the ball right at me," said Green
who was then blown for 15 yards for
spiking the ball.
The great defensive play should
not take away from an excellent offensive performance. The Loggers'
first score came on a 16 yard pass
from Rod Drivstven to tailback Ron
Bagby at 14:55 of the second
quarter. Their second TD was on a 2
yard run by Donnie Moore over right
tackle concluding an 85 yard, 14 play

drive. UPS kicker Wayde Stephens
capped the first half scoring with a 46
yard field goal as time ran out.
After receiving the kickoff to start
the second half, Simon Fraser's offense bogged down and they were
forced to punt. Senior Ron Bagby
electrified the Homecoming crowd
by cutting to the sidelines then back
into the middle and running the punt
back 86 yards for a touchdown. The
Loggers scored on their next possession when tailback Donnie Moore
took the pitch and ran 32 yards
around the right side for six. The extra
point was good and the Logs led
31-0.
Simon Fraser's only score came in
the fourth quarter with the Logger
reserves in at defense. Quarterback
Jay Prepchuck thrrew a 3 yard
touchdown pass to David Taylor, capping a 94 yard Clansmen drive. The
two point conversion was no good.
Next week the 4-2 Loggers travel
to Southern California to take on the
Northridge State Matadors. Northridge is 2-4 after losing 20-17 to
Chico State last Saturday.
Their defense may be sputtering
but their offense has averaged 25.6
points per game. The key to the
Matador offense is quarterback Steve
Duddley who in five games completed
85 of 158 passes for 1083 yards.
Duddley's top receivers are Rick Carbonneau with 23 catches; Ron Colarosse with 16; and Eric Davis with
13 grabs.
The most solid unit on the Matador
squad is their defensive line. Potential
All-American Geoff Resnick provides
the strength (450 lb. bench) while
Tim Blair provides the quickness. This
interesting combination will be tough
against the run and will keep the
pressure on Logger quarterback Rod
Drivstven.
The UPS-Northridge battle can be
heard live at 7:30 p.m. on KTNT AM
1400.

Photo by Preston A Patton
End Mark Buchanon prepares Clan QB, Jay Prepchuck for Upchuck
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If you are a junior. senior. or college. graduate.
Engineering !lard Science. majors. I9-'26 years
old. then You may (plaids leer:
s22,0110 • S50.01al a year
raid graduate level training
30 days paid %acation
Outstanding benefits plan
Responsibilit challenge.

//

What is lot If next l u st other"
all toll I re■ •
Washington
Out -f ',tau.

14400.562-40011
I -SIN)..126.31i2fi

CHAPLIN'S AUTO PARTS
EXCHANGE REBUILT CYLINDER HEADS
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Photo by Preston A Patton
Marsh Hansen (68) and Co on the prowl

3401 N. Proctor

752-3546

.
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SPORTS CONT...
SPIKERS, 20-5, PRIME UP
FOR INVITATIONAL
By Marlene Dean
The University of Puget Sound
volleyball team put up a valiant stand
against a taller, more experienced
University of Washington squad
before finally succumbing 3-15,
12-15, 13-15 in a Wednesday night
scuffle at the Fieldhouse.
The loss to the NCAA Division I
Huskies might dampen spirits
somewhat, but it amounts to only a
blemish on an otherwise rosy picture.
Before Head Coach Scott Cubberly
led his Lady Logger volleyball
squadron to the first stop of an
11-day, 11-match road trip to the
nether reaches of Alaska and the
Oregon outback, all he could do was
hope for the best.
His hope was realized in impressive
fashion as his charges notched 10
victories in those outings, highlighted
by smashing seven foes in claiming
Western Oregon State College Tournament championship in Monmouth
last weekend. Going into Wednesday
night's match with the UW, the Lady
Loggers had staked 20 wins against
only 4 defeats, only 9 victories shy of
matching last year's triumph tally in
50 contests. Yet after the Husky
dogfight, the Loggers face their biggest challenge of the season as they
host the UPS Invitational, a 12 team
tourney featuring the best in the Northwest, tonight and Saturday night at
the Fieldhouse.
The Alaskan segment of the road
trip did not begin promisingly as the
UPS spikers dropped both matches
with their first hosts, the University of
Alaska at Anchorage. The Logger
Women's game plan of consistent
passing and defense was no match
for the towering Alaskans, who
sported a front line of blockers standing 6'3", 6'0", and 5'11". They

took six of the eight games played.
Bent but not broken, the Lady Loggers used what Uubberiy terms "a
learning experience" as a springboard to trouncing UA-Fairbanks in
quick fashion, and a rare home date
brought Seattle University into the
Fieldhouse Oct. 7. The Seattleites
were promptly slaughtered 15-1,
15-1, 15-8. It was here Cubberly
realized that "our best lineup emerged and we learned what it takes to
play a big, tough offense."
The best lineup consists of a mix of
seasoned veterans and raw recruits,
apparently. Able-bodied seniors
Sheila DeFrank and Jennifer McFall
combine with juniors Patti Brabec and
Sandy Schornak to provide savvy
along with their respective talents as
blockers, hitters and setters, while
freshmen Duffer Heilers and Lisa
Cook have contributed inspired play.
This starting six, Cubberly feels,
enables the Logger Women to play
"power volleyball", an aggressive,
relentless style that was much in
evidence as they white-washed the
Western Oregon tourney. UPS
disposed of Whitman in the championship round, 15-13, 15-5.
Although more than half a season
still remains, tonight's first round action will probably give the squad the
sternest preliminary dose of the type
of competition they should see in the
post-season play-offs. The Lady Loggers own the distinction of being the
only squad on campus virtually
assured of seeing post-season action
and attracting the national recognition
accorded with it, provided they avoid
a total collapse. That's not likely to
happen if the spikers fulfill Cubberly's
early season prophecy of achieving
peak performance by mid-season. At
least he hopes not.

Spikers slam muzzle on Dogs; Lose eventually 15-3,15-12,15-12
Photo by Jeff Castellino
.

COME JOIN THE FUN! ENTER
THE INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET. Meet at Baker Stadium at
4:00 p.m. for registration. It will begin
at 4:30 p.m.! DATE: October 15,
1982. (PLEASE NOTE: This was
changed from original date of Oct.
16)

ENTER NOW IN THE INTRAMURAL RACQUET-THON--Test
your skills against everyone else in
badminton, paddleball, racquetball,
and tennis!! WHEN: Wednesday, October 13th.... Meet in FH Upper Gym
Floor at 6:00 p.m. Sign up Today!

Rooters Stumbling
tsy Paul Klawitter

Photo by Jeff Castillino

The UPS men's soccer team went
down fighting, but nevertheless went
down, to the Clansmen of Simon
Fraser 3-0 in a Northwest Soccer
Conference math up Sunday at Baker
Stadium. The loss puts the Loggers at
5-7-1 overall and 1-2-1 in conference
play. The Clansmen, ranked number
five in NAIA Division I, are now 7-2
overall and 4-0 in the conference.
The first period of play was completely dominated by SFU as they
kept the Lads off balance and controlled the midfield. Logger
goalkeeper T.J. O'Brien was tested
early by the Clansmen and at 16:10
SFU forward Murry Muskeen fired a
shot from about 20 yards that hit the
back of the net.
Offensively, the Loggers couldn't
put anything together as indicated by
the shots on goal in the period - SFA
16, UPS 0. The Clansmen's second
goal came on a penalty kick at 39:1 5
by striker Jorge Sandival.
Only behind 2-0, the Lads were
fired-up as they came out for the second period. Momentum started shift-

ing their way and the Loggers
managed five shots on goal but none
went in. The frustration was evident
as Jim Ritchie was given a yellow card
for insulting a linesman at 52:45. Five
minutes later an SFU player was
yellow carded for punching Richard
Warlick. Things started getting out of
control in the match and before the
afternoon was over, two more Loggers received yellow cards - Warlick
for arguing and Mark Roberson for
objecting to a call.
Simon Fraser's final goal was a
short chip shot by Jorge Sandival at
56:15. Ahead 3-0, the Clansmen
were content to play conservatively
the rest of the match.
Towards the end of the match
the competition started taking its toll
on the Loggers. Tracy Payne and
Mark Hellenkamp were both taken out
with ankle injuries.
Next Saturday Seattle Pacific
comes to Baker Stadium to play a
conference match at 2 p.m. Earlier
this year SPU beat the Loggers 2-1
and now the Lads are out for revenge.

Breakfast For Champions
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A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer

The following are some notes and
musings made by your fearless sportswriter:
June 30,1982 is the date to
remember. It's probably circled in red
felt pen on millions of Susan B. Anthony Memorial Calendars across the
country. It's the day dozens of hardcore feminists, civil rights leaders and
anyone else sympathetic to the cause
of human rights hung black crepe,
joined hands and sung hymns to symbolize the passing of an era.
June 30--immediately you
associate the day with the death of
the Equal Rights Amendment, that
proposal that tell about three state's
seals of approval shy of possible national implementation. Depending on
your political orientation, the ERA's
"passing" was marked by either a
sigh of relief or of loss.
Yet June 30 also signaled the death
of another decade old institution
dedicated to promoting female rights.
The Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW), an
alliance of women's sports programs
established in the early 1970's aimed
at promoting championships in a
dozen sports, ceased to exist that
day. The AIAW was a grass roots
organization which managed to augment the increased interest in
women's athletics by calling attention
to those athletes who trudge and toil
for the sheer fun of it. It filled a void
created by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's non-interest.
Late in the 70's, when the AIAW
landed a contract deal with the National Broadcasting Company (NBC)
for telecasting the women's collegiate
basketball championships, the
NCAA's interest began to perk up.
The brotherhood suddenly recognized its moral obligation to sponsor
championships in its sister sports.
Not only was it obliged to do so, the
NCAA also saw the burden as one it
should bear exclusively. So it began
enticing the AIAW member schools to
join the more established NCAA with
the promises of sharing its overflowing coffers and financing women's
programs with scholarship money. It
was a not so subtle means of pushing
the AIAW, operating on a shoestring
budget by comparison, out of ex-
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istence.
Although the women's alliance
brought a lawsuit against the NCAA
for infringing on its territory, the
reaiization that their litigation funds
were no match for the NCAA war
chest forced the AIAW to dissolve.
The occasion was marked with some
remorse, but most athletic directors
who had stuck with the alliance
through hard times were now basking
in the spoils of NCAA membership;
the AIAW was a bittersweet memory.
Instead of having the field hockey
team rake and manicure the pitch
before matches, schools like field
hockey power-house Pfeiffer College
can now afford to grant an athletic
scholarship to a promising center forward. New uniforms, extensive road
trips, national television appearances,
in short, all of the accoutrements
men's programs traditionally enjoy
can now be shared by their female
counterparts.
Yes ma'am, women's collegiate
sports is on the road to THE BIG
TIME. All it needs now is a good scandal to help it on its way.
Browsing through a copy of the
NCAA News, dated July 14, 1982,
the author stumbled upon this sobering item:
Financial Summaries
1981 Division I Women's Cross
Country Championships
Receipts
Disbursements

$ 1,014.35
$ 23,045.08

1982 Division I Men's Basketball
Championships
Receipts
Disbursements

$ 20,106,129.68
$ 1,725,260.25

I'm no accountant, but I believe I
know the bottom line when I see it.
The disparity between the receipts
cross-country earned as opposed to
basketball is staggering and
laughable.
Of course I realize that it doesn't
cost nearly as much to rent space in
the woods to stage a cross-country
meet as it costs to rent the Louisiana
Superdome, site of this past season's
cage championship. Also, seeing
women chase each other is not nearly
as provocative to the ticket buyer as
seeing their male counterparts do the
same. It doesn't sell beer or steelbelted radials, either, so television
isn't going to touch it. (Even ESPN
would think twice about it, and it's
broadcast barefoot water
ski-jumping.)
The cross-country championships
are probably subsidized by the funds
the NCAA accrues from major
revenue sports like basketball. This is
the NCAA's idea of equity, and it's
probably working to the satisfaction
of women's athletic programs across
the country. The University of Puget
Sound's Women's AD, Sally Lysee,
sees the passing of the AIAW as a
natural turn of events benefiting most
parties involved. "There's no purer
athlete than the amateur athlete," she

reasons, adding that whatever it takes
to preserve the amateur's standing
and further his cause should be
welcomed.
That may be true, but as we have
discussed earlier the line defining the
amateur and professional strata
becomes more tenuous daily. So why
not cut the women in on a bigger
share of the $20 million pie the men's
basketball produced? It'll be interesting to see 1982's financial
summaries next year.
This evening, and virtually all day
Saturday, the University's most successful enterprise this fall will compete for the homefolk.
No, it's not the football team, which
takes a .666 winning percentage to
California this weekend. Nor is it the
men's soccer team, which will be at
home this Saturday for a contest with
Seattle Pacific. The booters are playing sub-.500 ball, however.
The team enjoying the best season
thus far is none other than the
women's volleyball team. The Lady
Loggers were riding a 10 match winning streak on their way to posting a
20-4 mark going into Wednesday's
contest with the University of
Washington. That's an .833 winning
percentage.
They hope to improve on that mark
in the first round of the second edition
of the UPS Invitational Tournament,
featuring 12 of the best squads in the
Northwest. There is a nominal fee involved in seeing the likes of Sheila
DeFrank, Jennifer McFall and Patti
Brabec and the rest of Scott Cubberly's troops in action. Don't let that
dissuade you from attending, though.
These women are deserving of your

support, and a turnout of some 75(.)
to 1,000 Logger partisans would be
rewarded with spirited and exciting
play.
So why not make some time, part
with change jangling in your pocket
and cheer them on?

A final note:
The writer stumbles as a result of a
self-inflicted punch to the kidneys
The author of Champions reels from
the aftereffects of foot-in-mouth
disease (a chronic affliction in his
case). He nearly succumbs to the
choke label sucurely fastened to his
reputation following several predictions which failed (to varying degrees)
to come to fruition. Still, he refuses to
send the Washinton Huskies his
apologies.
What happened to tne University of
California Golden Bears on their way
to Seattle last week is anybody's
guess. All I know is that 22 teddy
bears somehow found their way on to
the Husky Stadium playing surface
and let the Montlake Mutts run
amuck. It was disgusting.
Fortunately I do not see a repeat of
California's atrocious performance
when the Mutts take on the (ahem)
Oregon State Beavers. I will make the
following forecast
Oregon State's offense will
notch not one, but TWO first downs in
the first quarter this week. At least I
think so.
Washington will not defeat the
Beavers by more than say, 40 points.
In fact, the Mutts will be lucky to get
out of this one alive.
How's that for going out on a limb?

MESSAGES...
My
good
friends, For the man who likes whips and
You are fantastic to work with,
chains and choo choo trains Happy
and I had to say "thanks."
Birthday.
It is no myth, Special Events peo—Lindsay Korst
ple work wonders.
Thanks Team!!!
R.E.C.R.
N.B. Green is a great color—but
those green M&M's!!! Also David,
Phyllis, Serni, Vla, Dean—keep smiling.

Believe it Mag. June 18 to forever.
--Love Pottie

HI KJ,
Your BD present will arrive in
about a month. Hang in there!
—Here's to Lowenbrau (and Mike's
house!!!)
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How To Get Centsless!!
Zone Advising Section

Have you been g ettin g the old
runaround from the Cashier's Office?
If you are receiving checks for work
y ou have done, chances are you deal
with someone like Eth yl Framer,
especiall y if it is ASB related. She has
an unofficial rule that any re q uest for
service pay ment must sit in a
shoebox on the front ri g ht corner of
her desk for no less than one week
before it can be processed. If you
are having problems settlin g an account, or GSL, you are probabl y dealin g with someone like Mary beth
Alaska. She has an arran g ement with
First Intrastate Bank to g et 5 percent
on every loan to a UPS student who
has to pay the University within 48
hours. In an y case, beware of the
following stock, Cashiers Office excuses.
The computer is down.
Mr. Bell has not come back
from lunch yet to sign your
check, loan application, grant,
etc.
Chase Manhattan, Dean
Koch, your bank, or your
daddy never sent us that

0

N

because we would have record
of it.
4) It is bein g taken care of ri g ht
this minute, come back this
afternoon, tomorrow, or next
Monday .
o) This office is unusuall y busy
this week, we are workin g as
fast as we can.
Under no circumstances accept
these excuses. At least make them
come up w ith material as ima g inative
as you do when you want to postpone
a mid-term. If you are told that the
computer is down you can make sure
by slowl y passin g b y where the tapes
and disks are with a lar g e mag net in
y our backpack. If nobod y does
anythin g the computer reall y is down.
If people sittin g at terminals suddenly
start swearin g , the computer is also
down, and you should run like hell.
When thin g s really get desperate,
show up at your favorite Cashier's Office emplo y ee's house for dinner. Do
not just show up to eat, wear y esterday 's socks, smoke clove ci g arettes,
and stare at their children. This
should elicit faster action.

The Contest Must Go On

Find The Selective Services Draft
Board Member

One of these ice cream scoopers
volunteered to serve on the Selective
Services Draft Board. He strongly
believes in full college deferments,
and was quoted in the July 23 edition
of the TNT by Robert Logan as saying
"I was past registration age and it was

a way for me to g et involved and help
the cause of national defense. In light
of recent reports of the quality of
military personnel, it is almost a
necessity to have a peacetime draft. I
think it is fair to ask young Americans
to serve." Can you guess which man
this is?

Drop y our caption off at the Trail office, or send it via campus mail addressed to the Zone Editor. Yours
truly will select an appropriate picture
to accompany the winnin g caption
and the name of the winner in next
weeks Combat Zone. An y caption
received with a check to help me out
with the remainin g $4,996 I still need
to make m y trip to Rio will be g iven
preference accordin g to the
denomination.

The man on the ri g ht: Wron g , that is
Dr. Philip Phibbs. He is the President
of the Universit y of Puget Sound.
Here is a clue thou g h, he attended
the same hig h school as the ice
cream scooper in q uestion.

The man on the left: Correct, that is
Michael Healey . He is the President
of the Associated Student Bod y at the
Universit y of Pu g et Sound. He was
elected by ASB fee pay in g students
who took time to vote last sprin g and
felt that he would best represent their
opinions and make decisions on their
behalf in the highest office of student
g overnment. Both ice cream
scoopers attended Sumner High.

